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Example of high time
resolution recordings of a
storm sudden commence-
ment as observed by induc-
tion magnetometers at
Vostok, College, and Sachs
Harbour. The oscillations
atT= 5tolo seconds had
approximately the same
onset time at each site:
0027:14 at College, 0027:12
at Sachs Harbour, and
0027:13 at Vostok.
However, there is a lower
frequency excursion in
Sachs H beginning at
0027:00 and perhaps a few
seconds earlier in Sachs D.
Particle precipitation into
the ionosphere at College,
as detected by the riometer
technique, had a clear

onset near 0026:52.

recognized as the same event seen at separated stations.
Time-delay measurements are thus possible for this type of
event and in fact we are currently engaged in this type of

measurement using Pc 1-2 data from Vostok and other sites.
This research was supported by National Science Founda-

tion grant DPP 76-82083.

Cosmic ray intensity variations
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Studies of the sun and its control over the "weather" in in-
terplanetary space, as well as in the earth's upper atmosphere,
via observations of the changing flow patterns of relativistic
cosmic rays (i.e., energies exceeding roughly 1 gigaelectron
volt) have continued to yield fruitful results. Several discrete
events that have either rarely or never before been observed

are described briefly in this report, although discussion of
their physical implications must await detailed analysis.

A solar flare is the most spectacular manifestation of a
sudden release of energy by the sun. On rare occasions (long-
term average about once per year) relativistic particles are
emitted during this violent explosion. When these solar cos-
mic rays reach the earth, they give rise to a ground level
enhancement (GLE) that appears as a sudden rapid increase
in the counting rate of nucleonic intensity detectors. After a
long hiatus, four GLE's occurred during the year covered by
this report (19 and 24 September, 22 November 1977; 7 May
1978). All of these GLE's displayed unusual features.

The GLE's on 19 September and 24 September 1977 were
the first to be observed with the new high-sensitivity detector
at the South Pole. They were unusual in that they were pro-
duced by a vestigial active region belonging to the previous
solar cycle, long after the start of the present cycle. These may
well have been the death gasps of solar cycle 20.
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The second of these two events is attributable to a flare on
the invisible disk of the sun, far beyond the west limb. This
type of GLE, which has been observed infrequently, provides
important information concerning the mechanism whereby
the most energetic particles emitted by the sun are propagated
in the solar atmosphere.

The event of 22 November 1977, shown in figure 1, was
the greatest observed during the current solar cycle. As is
demonstrated by the curve labeled BC, an experiment con-
ducted with an atmospheric neutron detector (bare counter)
supplementing the standard detector (pile) yielded striking
results. In each of the GLE's that has occurred thus far, the in-
tensity increase registered by the bare counter was approx-
imately 40 percent larger than that observed with the conven,
tional pile. This provides meaningful information, the full
scope of which will emerge from future analytical studies.

The GLE on 7 May 1978 may turn out to be the most in-
teresting detected thus far. The observations plotted in figure
2 differ drastically from the normal pattern represented by
figure 1 in that the solar particle flux in the polar region is
smaller than that at a lower latitude. The threshold energy at
McMurdo is roughly half that at Newark, Delaware. The
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Figure 1. Plot of the nucleonic intensity observed at two ant-
arctic stations and at a midaltitude location where the
geomagnetic threshold is significantly higher showing the ar-
rival of relativistic solar cosmic rays on 22 November 1977.
(The points represent hourly averages expressed as percents
of the pro-flare intensIty, so denotes the standard detector,
and BC, bare counter, an atmospheric neutron detector that
has been operating on an experimental basis at South Pole

Station.)
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Figure 2. Comparison of the hourly average counting rates of
the detectors on 7 May 1978 at two sea level stations, McMur-
do (threshold rigidity	1 Gigaelectron Volt) and Newark
(threshold rigidity 2 Gigaelectron Volts). (The observation
of a higher flux of solar particles at the station with higher

threshold is unprecedented.)

steepness of the energy spectrum (i.e., the intensity varies in-
versely as the fifth power of the energy) ordinarily results in a
larger flux at McMurdo and South Pole, even during
anisotropic events. Thus, the 7 May GLE was characterized by
an unusual anisotrophy. Understanding the full implications
of these observations will require detailed analytical study of
all relevant data.

Another heretofore unobserved type of event in which the
effect at polar stations was less than at lower latitudes is
shown in figure 3. Here, however, the relevant phenomenon
is a cosmic ray storm, i.e., a rapid decrease in the galactic cos-
mic ray intensity, arising from a solar-produced disturbance
in the plasma that pervades interplanetary space. Since the
initial discovery of north-south asymmetry during rapid tran-
sient intensity reductions, so-called Forbush decreases
(Nagashima et at., 1968), considerable progress has been
made in understanding this effect (Duggal and Pomerantz,
1976). However, although it has been established that
anisotropy, both in the ecliptic plane and perpendicular to it,
can occur in a Forbush decrease (Pomerantz, 1975),
heretofore there has been no observation of a symmetrical
pole-to-equator assymetry. The experimental result plotted in
figure 4 will undoubtedly be germane to the ultimate develop-
ment of a theoretical model that will account for the observa-
tions quantitatively.
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Figure 3. First observation of symmetrical equator-pole
anisotropy during a cosmic ray storm. (The maximum reduc-
tion in intensity at north and south polar stations (Alert and
McMurdo) and at equitorial-viewing stations (Kiel and
Swarthmore) is expressed as a percentage of the level im-

mediately prior to the event onset.)

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 76-23429.
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Figure 4. Magnitude of the peak intensity reduction at various
stations, plotted as a function of the cosine of the effective

direction of viewing.
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The Polar Research Board (PRB) advises the U.S. govern-
ment on research in the polar regions, and it adheres to the
International Council of Scientific Unions (icsu) Scientific
Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) on behalf of the
National Academy of Sciences.

Specific antarctic projects undertaken by committees,
panels, and study groups of the board over the last year are
described in the sections that follow.

The Committee on Glaciology met and held a workshop on
current problems and future directions in glaciology; over 40
people from the United States and Canada participated. The
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